Name_________________________ Date of your visit __________________________

Animal Names
Scavenger Hunt
WELCOME TO THE
PIMA AIR & SPACE MUSEUM
Use the clues to help you find the animal names in the museum.
Are you ready? Let’s go!
1. The Wright Brothers first flew in 1903. Two animal
names tell us where they flew. What is the name of
the place?
__Kitty_____________
___Hawk___________
2. Find two aircraft with the same names as insects.
What are these two aircraft called?
Bumble Bee
Grasshopper_______________________________
3. Look up. Find the aircraft with the same name as
a baby bear. What is the whole name of this aircraft?
________Cub______________________________

4. Find the bright yellow seaplane. What animal
name is on this aircraft?
Porpoise

5. The fastest aircraft is in the Spirit of Freedom
Gallery. What is this aircraft’s bird name?
______Blackbird____________________________
Proceed to the back of the hangar and out the door to Hangar 3. Just
follow the paved path down the hill to the next building.
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6. Find the gray plane with green engines. What cat
is this plane named after?
______Bobcat______________________________
7. Find the big silver bomber in the middle of the
hangar. What animal is painted on the right side of
the plane?
Donkey

Follow the blue dots on the floor to the back door. Go out
the door and follow the path to Hangar 4.
8. Go to the left side of the hangar. There is a green
plane with a red dot on it. Its Japanese name means
“Peregrine Falcon.” What is its code name?
______Oscar________________________________
9. In the corner is the wreckage of a Navy plane.
Read its fascinating story. What kind of cat is it
named after?
______Wildcat______________________________
10. On the other side of the big silver bomber is a
small fighter. What is the name of the snake this
plane is named for?
_______Kingcobra____________________________

CONGRATULATIONS!
You finished the scavenger hunt at the PIMA AIR & SPACE MUSEUM!
Which aircraft do you like best? ___________________________
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